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Chapter 1 : Christian Entrepreneurs HUB - Uniting the Body of Christ in the Marketplace
Jesus was the most influential Christian Leader who ever lived. Jesus was also the very best Christian Entrepreneur the
world has ever seen, even though you've never sat in a chair made by the human hands of that local carpenter.

Allow me to explain the significance of this wonderful reality to you. Without question, Jesus Christ was the
best Entrepreneur the world has ever known. Even in his youth he obeyed the parenting instructions offered by
his human parents, Joseph and Mary. He made his bed, picked up his clothes, and did his chores without a
word of contradiction. Joseph made chairs, tables, and other wooden crafts. He was a business owner, likely a
solopreneuer. What did Jesus do before he turned thirty? The Christian Entrepreneur In that day, teenage boys
were given great responsibility at an early age. For example, Joseph probably married Mary when he himself
was around fifteen or sixteen, and Mary could have been only fourteen or so when she gave birth to the King
of kings. So what did Jesus do from the time he was a mature teenager until he turned thirty to begin his public
ministry? No, he was more than likely just a carpenter. He would have learned the trade of carpentry as an
apprentice to his dad, Joseph, the local carpenter in the then despised city of Nazareth. Jesus worked long
hours. Jesus used his hands. Did you ever think about that? That Jesus would have charged people money for
his carpentry skills? I wonder what his hourly labor fee was? Did he charge by the piece or by the hour? Could
he have charged more for his services? Could he have charged his customers LESS for his services? Jesus was
a hard-working entrepreneur. He was diligent, trustworthy, honest, skilled, and a financial numbers-cruncher.
He never filed Chapter 11, never over-charged his customers, and never cut corners on his carpentry. There is
a wealth of knowledge to be reaped from this truth! Maybe that could be the next book I write? The Christian
Entrepreneur Okay. How about the following for something a little easier to relate to. God gave Joshua a
pattern to follow and some encouraging words for entrepreneurial success that still ring true today. Be strong
and of good courage, for to this people you shall divide as an inheritance the land which I swore to their
fathers to give them. Only be strong and very courageous, that you may observe to do according to all the law
which Moses My servant commanded you; do not turn from it to the right hand or to the left, that you may
prosper wherever you go. This Book of the Law shall not depart from your mouth, but you shall meditate in it
day and night, that you may observe to do according to all that is written in it. For then you will make your
way prosperous, and then you will have good success. Have I not commanded you? Be strong and of good
courage; do not be afraid, nor be dismayed, for the Lord your God is with you wherever you go. God wants
you to be an encouraged person of strength. God wants you to serve other people in your land. God will often
remind you time and time again of your immense need to be strong and very courageous. God will remind you
to observe obey what he has given in the Bible. When these are the pattern of your daily practice, God will be
walking with you daily in all that you do. What do you think about all of this for Christian leaders or Christian
entrepreneurs? Leave a comment below Reader Interactions.
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Chapter 2 : What is a Christian Entrepreneur? | marketplace christianity
The Christian Entrepreneur. likes. The Christian Entrepreneur Startup is an online community for Christian startups,
entrepreneurs, and innovators.

First be reconciled to your brother, and then come and offer your gift. We often come to God with our
sacrifices of praise and thanksgiving, but have broken relationships with others. No repentance is genuine that
does not work reformation. The Christian in his business life is to represent to the world the manner in which
our Lord would conduct business enterprises. In every transaction he is to make it manifest that God is his
teacher. Those who profess to be followers of Christ, and who deal in an unrighteous manner, are bearing false
witness against the character of a holy, just, and merciful God. If we have injured others through any unjust
business transaction, if we have overreached in trade, or defrauded any man, even though it be within the pale
of the law, we should confess our wrong, and make restitution as far as lies in our power. It is right for us to
restore not only that which we have taken, but all that it would have accumulated if put to a right and wise use
during the time it has been in our possession. If we have in any manner defrauded or injured our brother, we
should make restitution. If we have unwittingly borne false witness, if we have misstated his words, if we have
injured his influence in any way, we should go to the ones with whom we have conversed about him, and take
back all our injurious misstatements. It will not be long before probation will close. If you do not now serve
the Lord with fidelity, how will you meet the record of your unfaithful dealing? If you have refused to deal
honestly with God, I beseech you to think of your deficiency, and if possible to make restitution. Begin now to
act like Christians. Make no excuse for failing to give the Lord His own. Now, â€¦ while it is not yet too late
for wrongs to be righted, while it is called today, if ye will hear His voice, harden not your hearts. Inspiration
entrepreneur , peace , relationships , restitution , trust God , work fairly About Horatio Jr. Horatio has been a
Seventh-day Adventist for over 20 years. He is an employee by day and an entrepreneur by night. He is the
Founder of the web hosting company Heavenly Hosting. In his spare time, he loves playing soccer, table
tennis and relaxing with family.
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This is the second in a series about my speech to the annual Christian Economic Forum in Jackson Hole Wyoming, a
gathering of entrepreneurs, economists, philanthropists and non-profit leaders from.

These 7 Christian entrepreneurs have seen their businesses expand globally and become household names:
Rockefeller revolutionized the petroleum industry and set the standard for modern philanthropy. He was a
devout Christian who taught in Sunday school and supported many church-based projects throughout his life.
After taking into account inflation, he is often regarded as being the richest person in modern history. Tyler
Perry Within a few years, Tyler Perry went from being homeless to selling out theatres. Tyler Perry is an
outspoken Christian who credits his success to God. In , he established Tyler Perry Studios and in it moved to
its current location â€” a , square foot studio facility situated in Southwest Atlanta, USA. Henry Heinz Henry
Heinz was a nineteenth century Christian businessman who founded the Heinz company Heinz based his
business on Christian principles and proclaimed that his success was a direct result of his faith in God. Heinz
was committed to bringing out the best in people and his company was credited for its fair treatment of
workers and for pioneering safe and clean food preparation. Her late father was Wang Yung-ching, who was
one of the richest individuals in Taiwan. One of the most important things she has learned from the Bible is
that a person must have a vision, otherwise he or she will be destroyed. As she dragged bulky, heavy
computers to client offices, she knew there must be a better way of designing a computer that could fit in the
palm of your hand. In she acted on that vision and HTC Corporation was born. Sam Walton Sam Walton was
an American businessman and entrepreneur, best known for founding the Wal-Mart retail stores. With his
strong Christian background based on ethics and hard work, Walton excelled in school, college, and business.
Interestingly, Bill Gates only topped the list for the first time in , the year Walton died. South African based
Econet Wireless is now a global telecommunications group with operations, investments and offices in more
than 15 countries. Together with his wife, he personally pays the school fees for over 22, Zimbabwean
orphans. Mary Kay Ash Mary Kay Ash retired in after being passed over for a promotion in favour of a man
that she had trained. She intended to write a book to help women in business. Mary Kay was honoured as the
number 1 leading female entrepreneur in American history. Do you know any other inspirational Christian
entrepreneurs? Leave your comments below.
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Chapter 4 : Christian Entrepreneurs Magazine
The Christian entrepreneur is a person who has broken open the boundaries of the acre farm and has a vision for whole
countries, whole cities, even for the world. b) The Christian entrepreneur brings to the church the gift of good
management and administration.

If you believe we have missed out any Christian business books worth mentioning do mention in the feedback
box or e-mail us. Boundaries for Leaders by Dr. Henry Cloud â€” Click here Clinical psychologist Dr. Cloud
reveals how successful leaders implement boundaries within their organization to thrive beyond their vision.
Boundaries for Leaders will inspire you to cultivate a culture and environment consistent of a high-performing
results driven team. This book will certainly give you a clear perspective of highly effective team building
strategies to ensure you reach your aim and objectives. Who should read this: We recommend this book to
business owner with one or more employees looking to step up to the next level. The twin brothers throughout
this book emphasize how inner drive, motivation and applying biblical principles are keys to prospering in any
endeavor you choose. One major character attribute in whatever the Cost is the importance of allowing the
pain of discipline to mold your mindset into the attitude of a winner. In the introduction he explains how he
was able to become a millionaire in less than 9 months. One of the key features of the book is the cover stories
included which show how down and outs, alcoholics, those in financial despair were able to transform their
economical status by diligently following the principles of law of money. Anyone who wants to master the art
of controlling money instead of the reverse. Anyone looking for ethical ways to increase their disposable
income. The man of faith founded discount department stores in whilst still committing to his Christian duties
as a Sunday school teacher at the local Presbyterian Church. Made in America, will most certainly encourage
you to show extreme diligence, focus, excellent and commitment to your business just like Sam Walton. And
he can fire everybody in the company from the chairman on down, simply by spending his money somewhere
else. The devoured Christian uncovers how he achieved high achievements in business learning from his grass
root experiences, and applying biblical ethics to all his decisions, which put ahead of his competition. Through
reading you would realize becoming a billionaire requires a phenomenal work ethic, for example David Green
never allowed managers to spend more than thirty minutes per day on paperwork. Truett is the inventor of the
chicken sandwich and founder of Chick-fil-A which now turnover billions a year, offers wisdoms and success
principles that you can apply in almost any business. Those looking to build a successful family in parallel
with their business, Truett lived up to 98 and now his children run the business empire. Business coach Dave
Anderson gives lessons on how to establish a successful business using the biblical ethics. These book
contains many timeless leadership principles to maximize your effectiveness in rendering services and
personal integrity. Those who have a desire to use the Bible to guide their business career instead of using it
for spiritual guidance solely. If you find yourself procrastinating and being crippled down by fear this is a
must read. In Financial Peace he gives a blueprint on how he reversed his misfortune and built up financial
security by first eliminating his personal debts. He offer straightforward guide to saving, smart investing and
creating multi-stream of income. Those that are employed with disposable income and a long-term view to
turn it into financial security for themselves and family. Work as Worship by Mark L. This book covers a
wide range of themes to enhance value needed to become a success from stewardship, leadership, money and
giving back. The main theme of Work as Worship is on the importance demonstrating integrity, using your
business as a voice for good and using your platform as a vehicle to spread the gospel.
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The Christian Entrepreneur. likes Â· 6 talking about this. Where Business,Success, Innovation, Faith, Ministry, Service &
Authenticity Connect.

Reviewed by John E. The creation of utility necessitates profit to accumulate capital to make a business
productive to provide jobs, etc. In that process the Christian entrepreneur faces three critical problems: Gifts in
the New Testament are people. And the context for giftedness is always the church. We are all brothers and
sisters in the church accountable to God and to each other, irrespective of vocation. Openness, mutuality, and
accountability characterize the quality of our life together in the church and before God. What kind of gifts do
the Christian entrepreneurs bring to the church? First of all, they bring the same gifts that all other believers
bring, namely, our persons as children of God. Each believer is gifted by God for ministry in the church.
Therefore, every believer who is an entrepreneur has a gift or many gifts that are graces of God which may or
may not have anything to do with entrepreneurship. These gifts must be discerned and exercised in the church.
The Christian entrepreneur is a person who has broken open the boundaries of the acre farm and has a vision
for whole countries, whole cities, even for the world. The entrepreneur is concerned with efficiency of
operation and space utilization and with order in relationships and decision-making. These are rich gifts the
Christian entrepreneur brings to the church. God knows the church needs all these gifts, and more, if it is to be
his body and witness in the world. It must be remembered, however, that the context for the exercise of gifts is
always the church and is under the control of the church as led by the Spirit of God and the leaders discerned
by the church. Christian entrepreneurs bring many and significant gifts to the church, but their gifts must be
discerned and exercised on the same terms as all other persons gifted in the church. Big business egos and fat
bank accounts make no more difference than big intellectual egos and academic pedigrees. If the church has
the right to test my teaching, and it does, it has the obligation to test the counsel, the actions, and the giving of
the entrepreneur. The other side of accountability is mutuality and love. Therefore, the Christian entrepreneur
does not have to sit alone and contemplate how much to reinvest in the business, how much to spend on self
and family, and how much to give to the church. The context calls for accountability of all of life in the church
and offers acceptance and love. As a teacher I am such a gift in the church, and that is what I experience. As a
gift of God they move center stage, and the church moves center stage for them. To be sure, it is tough to be
on center stage, but it also feels like home. Kreider is to be thanked for his contribution to fresh thinking about
the Christian entrepreneur. I hope we can take his thesis seriously; it will represent the dawning of a new day
in the church.
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A Christian Entrepreneur's primary concern is bringing glory to God and being faithful stewards of His possessions. As
stewards, God expects us to make a profit on the "talents" with which He has entrusted us, yet this is not our primary
responsibility.

Obviously, one would need to be both a Christian and an entrepreneur; however, those two qualifications
alone seem somehow inadequate. Just the very words together, Christian Entrepreneur, suggest a much higher
and nobler purpose than simply a Christian who is trying to make a living by operating a business. Putting
First Things First Sometimes I wonder if the word entrepreneur adequately describes the person who follows
this higher purpose. That is the end goal â€” the primary focus. Everything about the business from the
customer to the back office procedures should support and conform to this goal. Being a Christian
Entrepreneur Requires a Calling There are some who disagree with me that being a Christian Entrepreneur is a
calling from God, but I firmly believe that unless God has planted those seeds in your heart and designed you
with this purpose in mind that one will lose in the battle between the constant pulls to serve both mammon and
God. The warnings of succumbing to the love of money are dire in the Bible. The rich young ruler who
claimed to be perfect in following the commandments was turned away by Christ because he loved his
possessions more than his Creator. In The Lord of the Rings, it is said that Frodo did not choose to be the
bearer of the ring but that he was chosen. In the story, the ring held considerable sway over those who
possessed it constantly pulling them towards its evil master â€” yet Frodo resisted above all. Being a Christian
Entrepreneur Requires a Recognition Christian Entrepreneurs recognize that it all begins, ends, and consists
with God. It is that unwavering trust that following His Word will always win out in the end. This recognition
is why we react differently we are wronged, when we are slandered, when we are not paid, how we treat our
employees, how we think about our competitors, how we deal with our customers, and how we run our
businesses. So What is a Christian Entrepreneur? You want a one sentence definition, right? I guess if I had to
sum it all up in one definition it would be something like this. What would your one sentence definition of a
Christian Entrepreneur be? Let me know in the comments below. A former certified public accountant, he now
spends his time blogging, speaking, and consulting on ways to bring our faith into the marketplace. Brad has
written 81 awesome post s for this site.
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Chapter 7 : 15 business lessons from super successful Christian entrepreneurs - Faith, Business, Knowled
The Christian Entrepreneur Academy is the #1 community online for Christian coaches, consultants, and service
providers. Learn more about us today! Members Login.

What does faith have to do with riding mowers? Depends on how you cut it. The week after, paint, final
assembly, and shipping. Walker has people on his payroll. Handing them their pay, in person, is one way he
stays connected. The guys are used to this connect deposit. They lift their masks, remove their gloves, return
his smile, and shake his hand. One of them is Tom Grady. The company makes riding lawn mowers. In
Colorado, not China. Walker is a family business. Before Max died, in , he passed the business to his two
sons, successfully executing a handoff that two-thirds of the 18 million family businesses in America routinely
fumble. Bob, who is president, and his brother, Dean, who oversees product design and development, are in
their 60s now. Third-generation family businesses are rarer still; only about one in 10 can mow that lawn.
Walker is a good place to work: Average tenure here is more than 11 years. American through and through,
family owned and operated, sustained by a loyal work force, and led by a man with leaky tear ducts. Walker
Manufacturing is not merely a business. But the Walkers are Christian entrepreneurs. Both totals are down
since the last Pew survey, in , but the fact remains: We are a religious nation. It can also be shouted out in the
form of Chick-fil-A and Hobby Lobby --the latter having defended its religious values in the Supreme Court.
Yet the blowback from secular businesses against so-called religious freedom laws in Indiana and
Arkansas--which sanctioned discrimination against gays--powerfully showed the limits of faith-first business
practices. Faith and the Law inlineimage Before he became a religious professional, Jesus was a small
businessman--a carpenter. But what presumably came naturally to him--blending faith and business--is a
challenge for American entrepreneurs of all creeds. Your beliefs are sacrosanct, legally; your ability to impart
them for your business, less so. Religious discrimination in the workplace Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of
affords broad protection to workers against discrimination based on their "sincerely held" religious beliefs, no
matter how loopy they may seem to you. On the other hand, you need to be very wary of proselytizing. Public
accommodation The Civil Rights Act makes it illegal for certain businesses to refuse service to customers on
the basis of specific criteria, notably race and gender but also religion. But federal law says nothing explicitly
about other criteria that may conflict with your religious beliefs. So unless your city or state specifically
legislates otherwise--most do not--you may be able to legally discriminate on the basis of sexual orientation,
for instance, or gender identity. Note to potential discriminators, legal or otherwise: The Supreme Court
allowed the closely held corporation to exclude from its health care coverage four birth-control methods that
the owners objected to on religious grounds, claiming they induce abortion. Does faith beget competitive
advantage? In the case at hand, that would be the Illinoisans of John Deere. But in the battle for dominance in
the marketplace, Christian entrepreneurs view their advantage differently. Faith-based leadership of a
company should make a difference in the integrity of a company, the quality of products sold, the way
employees are treated, the concern a company shows toward its community, and the disposition of company
leaders themselves. All of that should have an impact on profitability. To his right is a window that frames the
Front Range and, in the far distance, shrouded in blue mist, the 14,foot Longs Peak. Two figures are standing
on the bridge: A lord distributes different amounts of talents, or units of currency, among his three servants,
and leaves on a long journey. Well done, he tells each of them upon his return. We are the servants. God is the
master. He has delivered to each of us, on loan, a portion of his bounty. One could ask why God gives
different amounts to different people; Walker sometimes wonders that himself. God is a god who loves profit.
Here he cites the miracle in which Jesus feeds thousands with five loaves of bread and two fishes. Walker
thinks he has something analogous to offer by way of livelihoods, and he likes doing the math. Certainty
Belief never made payroll. He likens the entrepreneurial journey to running a never-ending gauntlet of
decision making. The believer will follow that inner voice. When they get that confirmation, they have clarity.
You do this for a while and you develop a sense of confidence. The impact was sudden and severe. Inventory
piled up; cash drained. There were layoffs, the first in company history: As the year was winding down,
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prospects looked bleaker still. My brother and I, we were struggling trying to decide what we should do. But
he has certain spiritual practices: All are ways of preparing himself to receive what he describes not as an
audible command but rather as "a quiet little voice that I hear in my mind, that tells me what I need to do.
Dean Walker got the same message at about the same time, and together they put the plan into action. Their
faith is more nuanced than that. But they do believe, powerfully, that God is looking out for them. For those
who believe that, the spiritual insurance policy is huge. The Walkers themselves are Nazarenes, a Protestant
denomination whose strictest followers--the Walkers among them--do not smoke or drink. Other Nazarenes
work at Walker Manufacturing, but so do people of other faiths and no faith at all. There is a
nondenominational chapel service every other Wednesday in the lunchroom, led by Bill Hoffman, a Free
Methodist pastor and year employee who works in the warranty department. No one takes attendance--and Inc.
Two dozen is a big turnout. The company health plan, by the way, covers all forms of contraception. But if
they ever did, Bob Walker sounds like he might handle it differently. Legacy and Adversity For a Christian
business, "the vector of time is different," says Miller. The company broke even the following year and has
been profitable since, but it was not until that total payroll, unit sales, and, critically, profit margins returned to
pre-recession levels. This April, heading into mowing season, Walker recorded its third best sales month ever,
and is on track to sell close to 6, units this year. The brothers are determined to preserve what they have
built--for the sake of themselves, future Walkers, and the relationships they have nurtured with suppliers,
customers, and employees. Max Walker was a designer first and a businessman second. In , he sold out to a
company in Casper, Wyoming, moved his family there, and stayed on as an employee, doing the job he loved
best. Within a couple of years, the company was bankrupt. Max lost his job and the Walkers lost their home.
The sons have been parsing the lessons of that traumatic period ever since: That was in Today the Walkers
own 60 grassy acres east of town on Harmony Road. The grounds feature a test lawn filled with hillocks,
boulders, and flower beds; an airplane hangar and landing strip the Walker men are all pilots ; and the house
where Dean Walker and his wife, Suzanne, live. Bob has three adult daughters, none of whom have shown any
interest in the business. Dean had four sons. The third, Dan, died suddenly of an aortic aneurysm the summer
after he graduated from college, in Dan "was the most like me," his father says. He could have helped me a
lot. After drifting through college, Kyle eventually moved to Philadelphia, where he works in sales; only
recently has he shown any interest in returning home. That leaves Ted and Ryan. Both are in leadership
training, spending time in six functional areas, awaiting the day when one of them might be tapped to lead the
company into the next generation. Bob refers to Genesis 22, where Abraham, raising his knife, is prepared to
sacrifice Isaac, his only son, until God stops him at the last moment and accepts a ram instead: Whoever the
next leader turns out to be, critical challenges await, notably what Bob calls government overreach. That was
before the company finally gave up trying to keep pace with growing paperwork requirements and it
outsourced payroll; now everybody gets paid on Wednesdays. You need to have the guy called, God-anointed,
in the right place, and good things can happen. But the mortals at Walker will still have to execute.
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A Christian entrepreneur is more than just an entrepreneur who is a Christian. As Dr. Kreider points out, many people do
not see any difference in the ethics of business people who call themselves Christians and those who do not.

There I said it. As an entrepreneur you could work 60 hours next week and not see a single penny back
immediately. You may see a return 2 weeks laterâ€¦or a year down the roadâ€¦or not at all. And many people
give up before they get their return. In fact I always tell people to think about the lifestyle they want to design
from day one. Some are after a small business that maybe is part-time for the owner with a few outsourced
workers. Others have a goal of a large company, full staffing, and busy office. Keep that vision and that goal
in your mind. Write it down on paper. And keep moving towards it on step at a time. You will have trials and
tribulations before you get to the goal. You will have opportunities to give up and quit. The question is how
you react to them. Eventually by testing enough different ways to build an online business, I stumbled upon
what worked for me. You will have projects that just seem to go in circles. Are you willing and able to
overcome these problems? You come up with a unique idea for a product. You do the work to put it together.
You get a nice website designed for it. You buy an ad and send traffic there. All you here is silence. How do
you respond? After you go beat your head against the wall for a few minutes, you then pray. And you try
something else. Maybe you modify the web page. You try a different ad. You get some feedback from others.
But you do what it takes to get the project to work. They just kind of limp along and do OK. Some scriptures
are hard to swallow. How about this one? All they heard was everyone talking about how easy it was.
Working against the current is hard. You help others overcome problems. And you will experience many
problems of your own along the way. Yes, business and ministry are my passions. I also love God, my wife
Julie, my two dogs, the outdoors, and video games. Posted by Terry Dean on Friday, February 3, at 8:
Chapter 9 : Faith and the Christian Entrepreneur : Christian Business In the Internet Age
But the Walkers are Christian entrepreneurs. According to a just-released surÂvey by the Pew Research Center, more
than 75 percent of Americans identify with organized religion, and more than
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